In circuit-switched networks it is well known that dynamic rout-ABSTRACT ing can provide significant throughput gain over fixed routing.
I nate path routing networks have been dcveloped in the public switched telephone network (PSTN) . AT&T has used a decentralized nonhierarchical routing strategy called dynamic nonhierarchical routing (DNHR) for a number of years. DNHR is a time-dependent routing scheme that increascs network efficiency hy taking advantage of the noncoincidence of busy hours in a large toll network. Dynamically controlled routing (DCR), a routing scheme developed by Bell Northern Research, uses a central processor to track the busyidle status of network trunks and detcrmine the hest alternate route choices based on status data collected every 10 s. Dynamic alternate routing (DAR) was dcveloped by British Telecom and uses a simplc decentralizcd learning approach to adaptivc routing. When the direct trunk group is busy, thc two-link alternate path used the previous time is chosen for the overflow call. If thc alternate path is busy, the overflow call is blocked, and a new alternate path is selected at random for the next overflow call.
With advances in stored-program control switches and common channel signaling, it is now feasible to monitor trunk occupancies and make routing decision on a call-by-call basis in circuit-switched nctworks. As a rcsult, many sophisticated dynamic routing scbemes (e.g., least-loaded routing, LLR) can therefore be implemented. As an example, AT&T recently adopted a new routing scheme called real-time network routing (RTNR). In RTNR, if a direct path is blocked, the call will be routed to the least loaded two-link alternate path. A comprehensive review of dynamic routing can be found in [l, 21.
The major focus of traditional dynamiclalternate-path routing research is to determine the "right" choice of alternate paths for overflow calls. The idea is to increase the network throughput by balancing the traffic load among the alternate paths. Over the ycars, researchers have learned that simple LLR with trunk reservation can provide significant throughput gain over fixed routing, while other morc elaborate approachcs (e.g., Markov decision process) can only provide marginal additional gain.
This project is suppo~ted by RGC Comeptitivc Earmarked Research Grunt under project number 9040427.
Editorial liaison: M, Pioro method to increase the throughput of traditional dynamic routing is to redistribute network load to eliminate traffic hot spots or bottlenecks. Rerouting (or call repacking) is the practice whereby calls on alternate paths can be rerouted to direct paths or other less congested alternate paths as the situation warrants. Previous studies on rerouting for networks of different kinds can be found in [3-121. In [S, 91, rerouting is studied in virtual-circuit packet-switched networks and circuit-switched wavelength-division multiplexed alloptical networks, respectively. In [7] an "intentional" rerouting, which is not "forcibly" triggered by a failure, was considered in asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks. The article shows that rerouting can be implemented smoothly in ATM networks. This means that rerouting can ensure not only firstin first-out (FIFO) service, but also the integrity of cells. Thus, it can be completely transparent to the upper layers of the communicating processes. In [8] a dynamic virtual path rearrangement scheme was proposed, and a strategy based on the scheme was presented for ATM network provisioning. The robustness of this scheme was demonstrated by simnlations not only against the forecast errors, hut also against changes in transport network and virtual path network structures. Note that as far as fixed route and dedicated bandwidth to users are concerned, a virtualpath in ATM networks is veq similar to a circuit in circuit-switched networks, so the results discussed here apply to a large degree to these networks.
In advanced cellular networks, rerouting is realized in the handoff process [13] . In other words, during a handoff a call is rerouted from one base stationlmobile switching center to another. In an overlaying cellular network [lo, 121 with a mix of micro-and macrocells, a call in a macrocell which is overflowed from a microcell is rerouted back to the microcell whenever possible.
Research on rerouting in circuit-switched networks can be found in [4, 111. A simple rerouting scheme was studied in [4] through simulation, while in [11] another simple rerouting schcme was analyzed, and numerical examples confirmed the significant throughput gain over the traditional dynamic routing scheme. Moreover, numerical results through analysis and simulation [11] showed that rerouting is another effective means of maintaining the stability of the network besides trunk reservation. It should be noted that besides throughput increase, rerouting can help reduce the effect of link and node failures.
The article is organized as follows. The next section gives a general picture of routing in PSTNs using stored program control switching, common channel signaling, and decentralized control to support sophisticated routing schemes. Some implementation issues are discussed. We then discuss the instability problem and its solutions in dynamic routing. The article presents a taxonomy of rerouting in circuit-switched networks, showing the various ways rerouting can be designed. Next, we discuss a case study from which some interesting observations on rerouting are obtained. Finally, the conclusion is given.
ROUTING IN THE TELEPHONE NETWORK
A national telephone network is typically structured in a three-level hierarchy with levels representing subscriber instruments, central offices, and toll switching offices [13] (Fig. 1) . The set of toll switches form the network core which is usually structured as a fully connected mesh; that is, every toll switch has a logical one-hop path to every other toll switch. A typical routing algorithm is as follows: * If a call's source and destination are within a central office, directly connect them. * If the call is between central offices within a local exchange carrier, use a one-hop path between central offices. * Otherwise, send the call to the core.
The only major decision is at an originating toll switch, which chooses either a direct path or a two-hop alternate path to the destination toll switch. The essence of telephone network routing is to determine which one-hop path to choose in the core, and, if this is fully occupied, the order for trying the twohop paths. How to choose such an alternate call is essential to the performance of routing in circuit-switched networks. In order to improve the routing performance as well as to provide better services to customers, switching and signaling systcms have became more and more sophisticated over the years.
Stored program control (SPC) switches can collect local state information throughout the network, process the information, and make appropriate routing decisions. In a network of SPC switches, interswitch signals are generated by the processor in one switch and acted on by the processor in the other [14] . The signals are transferred over a dedicated high-speed data link between the two processors instead of being transmitted over the telephone circuit. This is called common channel signaling (CCS) . The current standard is the International
The CCS network is a dedicated packet-switched network for exchanging signaling information between SPC switches. Since instantaneous link occupancy and switch congestion level information can he gathered at the switches and sent to other switches, sophisticated routing decisions can be made for each telephone connection.
In addition, the reduction in the cost of processing brought about by the microprocessor has enabled the control of switching systems to be decentralized. Instead of all processing being performed by a central processor, routine tasks associated with parts of the system (e.g., the route switch, concentrators) or particular functions (e.g., line scanning, digit reception, signaling) are delegated to separate processors. Decentralized control can speed up information processing time and enables the real-time computation and execution of sophisticated routing decisions.
The latest in the series of telephonc routing algorithms is RTNR, which takes advantage of SPC switches, CCS, and decentralized control. In RTNR, each roll switch monitors the loading of every outgoing trunk and computes a list of lightly loaded trunks. When the direct route is full, the originating switch queries the terminating switch through the CCS network for the busy-idle status of all the links connected to the terminating --______I I Figure 1 . A simplified view of a telephone network switch. The originating switch then compares its own link husyidle status information to that received from the terminating switch and determines the least loaded alternative route. RTNR was shown to be very effective, as reported in (131. Using CCS, signals can be sent while a call is in progress. This enables customers to alter connections after setup (e.g., to transfer a cell clsewherc) [14] . It also allows network management to "hand ofP calls to other routes for better distribution of network resources. This is called rerouting.
Rerouting involves thc finding of an altcrnate path call and the execution of rerouting it hack to its direct path. This is feasible with thc current network tcchnology. For example, when a call departs from a toll trunk on link AB, the originating toll switch, say A, can look up its memory to pick up one alternate call designatcd on toll switch B, say ACB, and route this call to its dircct path, AB. Rerouting the call ADC can be facilitated by cstablishing a new connection on link AB, switching the call ABC to the new connection, and releasing the old connection on path ACB.
THE STABILITY OF DYNAMIC ROUTING
Dynamicialternate path routing has been shown to be unstable through analysis and simulation models [15]. In the analytical model, instability means that there are two solutions for a rangc of offered loads. One solution represents the casc that most of the traffic is directly routed, and thc other occurs when much of the traffic is alternativcly rerouted. An alternately routed call uscs two trunks, one on each link of thc alternate path, while a direct path call uses only onc. For small carried load this presents no problem, and in fact dynamic routing results in a lower blocking probability than fixed routing. For higher loads, the alternately routed calls take up double the resources, block direct path calls in both links, and causc them to use alternate paths as well. This creates an avalanche of alternate path calls and reduces the network throughput to a vcry low Icvel. One mcthod of solving this instability problem is to rescrve a certain number of trunks for directly routed calls only. The main purposc of trunk reservation is to limit excessive alternate routing during periods of general overload [Z] .
Rerouting allows calls on alternatc paths be rerouted back to their direct paths whenever availablc; it therefore has the self-stabilizing property. One simple form of rerouting has been analyzed and shown to he stable through case and simn-lation studies [ l l ] . Later, we will show that a particular form of rerouting can he argued intuitively to he stable. After that, other more elahorate rerouting schemes are shown to he stable by simulation.
A TAXONOMY OF REROUTING
Since the critical routing decision is o n the core part of the telephone network, we focus our study on the most frequently found fully connected core network with alternate paths of only two hops. The rerouting algorithms oresented. however. are oerfectlv H Figure 2 . Ajive-nodefilly connected network eeneral for any kind THE most congestcd link, we will select one at random.
To illustrate the two routing rules, take node pair AB in Fig. 3 as a n example. Suppose its two alternate paths, ACB and ADB, have {l, 2 ) and {2, 3) free trunks, respectively.
The numbers of free circuits on these two paths are therefore 1 and 2, respectively. In random alternate routing, when the direct link is full, a path is selected randomly from these two alternate paths. In least-loaded alternate routing, the alternate path ADB having the largest number of free circuits is chosen. PaAB is the set of alternate paths cartying calls in A A~.
NaAD is the set of source-destination node pairs of alterCABc is the set of alternate path calls in alternate path nate path calls in AAB.
ABC.
To illustrate, consider link AB in Fig. 3 . The two alternate paths as illustrated in this figure are ACB and ADB. The set of alternate path calls are and CAD^, respectively. Adding these two sets, we have the set of overflow calls of node pair AB, that is, OA, = CACB U CADB, and hence PoA, = {ACB, ADB). Similarly, the set of alternate calls on link AB consists of those overflowed calls from node pairs AC, AD, BC, and BD, that is, NAAB = {AC, AD, BC, BD). In other words, /)AB = CABC U CABD U &AC U CBAD, and hence PaAe = {ABC, ABD, BAC, BAD).
In the following, we present a taxonomy of rerouting in circuit-switched networks. Rerouting schemes can differ from each other in the following six ways: alternate path selection method, triggering policy, rerouting path selection method, rerouting call selection method, levels of rerouting, and orders of rerouting.
THE ALTERNATE PATH SELECTION METHOD
The alternate path selection method decides which alternate oath to choose when a call has to overflow. We comnare two call departure time, both, or any time thc rerouting processor is available. In this article wc focus on comparisons of the arrival, departure, and arrival-plus-departure (mixed) triggering policies.
In the arrival triggering policy, a rerouting proccss is initiated when a connection request for a direct call is blocked, say on node pair AB. The rerouting process will try to select an alternate path call in AA,, and, for example, rcrouto it back to its direct link if a free trunk is available thcre. If rerouting is not successful, an alternate path selection procedure is then triggered. With the use of this policy, rerouting should be performed before alternate path routing, if needed.
In the departure triggering policy, a rerouting process is initiated when a connection is released from a path, say hotween node pair AB. An ovcrflow call will hc selected in OAB and rerouted hack to the direct link of node pair AB. In the mixed triggering policy, a rerouting process is initiated both when a connection request for a direct call is blocked and when a connection is releascd from a path.
To illustrate, consider Fig. 3 . With arrival triggering, when a call to link AB is blocked, one of the calls in AAB will he selected and rerouted back to its respective direct link (i.e., link AD, AC, BC, or BD). With departnrc triggering, a call departure on node pair AB will trigger a rcrouting of a call in O A~ (e.g., from path ACB or ADB) back to link AB.
THE REROUTING PATH SELECTION METHOD When a call is to he rerouted, it can he sent hack to its direct path, to another alternate path, or first to direct paths and, if full, to another alternate path. In this articlc we focus on the first and third methods for arrival triggering.
THE REROUTING CALL SELECTION METHOD
The rerouting call selection method determines the particular call to reroute. We study two such methods here: random selection and busiest-first selection.
in random selection, an overflow call is selected randomly from the set of available calls. Take Fie. 3 as an examole. In ing, if the direct link, say link AE, is full, a two-hop admissible path is selected randomly. Note that a path is called admissible if each link on that path has at least one free trunk. i n least-loaded alternate routing, if the direct link is full, a two-hop admissible path with the maximum number of free circuits will he chosen. If there are more than one path having the same maximum number of free trunks on the hom, and; corresponding aiternate path call, if existing, in is rerouted t o its direct link. In departure triggering, when a call departs on node pair AB, a path in Po,. (either ACB or ADB) is selectcd randomly, and the corresponding overflow call (in either C A~B or CAD,) is rerouted back to its direct link AB.
The busiest-first selcction method is similar except that in ORDERS OF REROUTING With the use of the arrival triggering policy, when a new call finds its direct link (say AC) full, an alternate call on link AC will be identified for rerouting back to its direct link. If all direct links (e.g., AB) of the alternate calls on link AC are full, rerouting fails. However, it IS possible to trigger the rerouting of an alternate path call' (say on link AB) to make room for the original rerouted call, and hence make room for the new call. For example, in Fig. 3 if a call on path ACB cannot be rerouted to link AB (assumed full), it is possible to reroute a call on link AB (say a call on path ABD to link AD) to free up a trunk for the rerouting of a call on path ACB. This practice is called second-order reroufmg. Higher-order rerouting can be performed similarly.
PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
In a national circuit-switched network which is well dimensioned, the direct path of a node pair is always the preferred path to carry a call because it consumes the least amount of bandwidth resources as well as switching, processing, and signaling effort. The use of an alternate path is more "expensive" in the sense that it consumes two trunks to carry a call arrival triggering, an alternate path call is selected (randomly) from a path so that the miniinurn number of free trunks on links associated with NJAn and Po ~ is maximized. If there are more than one candidate path, one will be selected randomly. Alternatively, in departure triggering, when a call is terminated on node pair AB, the busiest alternate path (i.e., with the least number of free circuits) from Po ~ is selected and an overflow call ?of node pair AB) from that path is rerouted hack to direct link AB. If there are more than one candidate call, one will he selected randomly.
Taking Fig. 3 again as a n example, we assume Pn,, = {ABC, BAD) and Po = {ACB, ADBI. In other words, we have Nn B= {AC, BDf. With arrival triggering, when a call is hlockedon direct link AB, it is easy to observe that if an alternate call in BAD is chosen to reroute hack to BD, the number of f r e e trunks o n links associated with N,q, and PA is 1 (counted from link AC which is chosen from !inks Ad:AC, AD, BC, and BD) which is larger than if a call in ABC is rerouted, which is 0 (counted from link AC). With departure triggering rerouting, when a call departs in link AB, its overflow call on oath ACB gets rerouted to link AB since the husi- est alternate'path in PoA; is ACB.
LEVELS OF REROUTING
Since an alternate path call lies on an alternate path with two links, the rerouting of an alternate path call will free up one trunk in each of these two links. Further rerouting can therefore be performed in these two links.
In this article we study such a scheme for departure triggered rerouting called departure triggered chain rerouting, where the rerouting process is propagated down to as many levels as possible. For example, in Fig. 3 the rerouting of a call on path ACB to link AB will free up one trunk each in links AC and BC. Further rerouting can then be performed on these two links, say a call on path ABC to link AC, a call on path BAC to link BC, and so on.
Departure triggered chain rerouting is a form of "ultimate" rerouting in the sense that we try to reroute back as many alternate calls as possible to their direct links. I t is tempting to conclude that departure triggered chain rerouting gives minimum call blocking. However, it will be shown later that this is not true. Chain-triggering rerouting is inherently stable. To see that, imagine a call from A to C overflowing from link AC to path ABC. This occurs only when links AB and BC both have unoccupied trunks. These two links shall have spare trunks only if there are currently no overflow calls originating from links AB and BC (because otherwise these overflow calls would have been rerouted hack to links AB and BC by the chain-triggering action as soon as spare trunks are available).
In o t h e r words, t h e overflow call is occupying only the unwanted bandwidth on path ABC. Even if any overflow calls of links AB and BC are accepted after the setup of that call, the network will force those overflow calls back to their direct paths after the completion of that call. Therefore, it is a tendency for the network to always move toward the "highthroughput low-blocking" operating point 1151. To enter the "low-throughput high-hlocking" operating point, the network needs to have a tendency to move more and more calls to alternate paths. This tendency is obviously missing in chaintriggering rerouting. and requires more switching effort. The amount of sGtching effort is proportional to the alternate path traffic rate (Le., the rate of overflow calls carried by the network). The selection of alternate paths also requires additional processing and signaling effort of the network. This additional effort is proportional to the alternate path attempt rate (or offered load). We take these rates to be the measures of switching and signaling efforts. Similar measures for rerouting are the reroute traffic rate (i.e., the rate of calls successfully rerouted) and the reroute attempt rate.
Our performance study is based on computer simulation of a five-node and a seven-node fully connected networks with trunk group size N = 50. The performance comparisons presented in this section are based on the above four measures on a link (in units of erlangs) plus the call blocking probability. We let D denote the traffic load in erlangs between any two node pairs and m he the number of alternate paths for a particular direct link. For a K-node fully connected network, m = K -2. The simulation time is adjusted so that all simulation points have 95 percent confidence intervals within 1 percent of the mean.
As can be imagined, many rerouting rules can he defined. We attempt only to identify a few interesting ones and compare their performance. Table 1 shows the five performance measures of random alternate routing (RAR), least-loaded alternate routing (LAR), random alternate routing with random rerouting (RRR), and LLR with busiest-first rerouting (LBR) in a five-node network. Both rerouting schemes use arrival triggering mechanism. Trunk reservation parameters r = 2 and r = 0 (i.e., without trunk reservation) are assumed, and D = 45.5 is chosen. The latter represents a network utilization factor of DIN = 0.91. For r = 2, it is seen that both rerouting schemes give lower call blocking probabilities than the traditional alternate routing schemes. With rerouting, the alternate path traffic and alternate path attempt rates are both lower than without rerouting. However, this gain is offset ' Note that we could also trigger the remuting of a direclpath cafl, say AB, to an alternatepath a f w rerouting failure. SMixcd (arrivel-plus-dcparture) triggering schemes It is found that the arrival, second-order arrival, and alternate-toalternate triggering schemes outperform the departure triggcring and chain departure schemes in all measures. This is because departure triggering schemes often make uunecessary reroutings and sometimes, due to the wrong anticipation of congestion, wrong rerouting decisions. The Appendix gives an example to illustratc the reason behind this. For the arrival triggering schemes, it is seen that with the additional options of second-order network.
I (vi) Arrival + departure I0.65% 12 7% I 6 1% I 0 22% I 1.8% 15.3% 1 Table 2 . The blocking of vanous IrigeeriuEschemes for RRR under different loading, DIN rerouting and rerouting alternate path calls to other alternate paths, the call blocking probabilitics can bc slightly rcduced at tlic expense of additional switching and signaling cfforts. For the departure triggering schemes, it is interesting to obscrve that departure triggered chain rerouting has higher call blocking probability than simple departure triggcring. This is because chain triggering creatcs more congestion around thc direct links and causes higher blocking. Thc Appendix gives an example to elaborate this point. Morcover, we find that thc mixed triggering scheme has larger call blocking probability when compared with the arrival or departure triggering schemes, although thc mixed scheme initiates more reroutc attempts than the sum of those of thc individual ones. Table 4 shows the rate (in erlangs) of direct and alternate calls ver link of five rerootine schemes by the addition of the reroute traffic and reroute attempt rates. Comparing the two rerouting rules, we find that all five performance measures are very closc to each other. For r = 0 (i.e., without trunk reservation), thc performance of traditional altcrnate routing becomes much worse in all five mcasures. It is obviously due to the instability problcm [15]. However, for r = 0, both rerouting schemes give lowcr blocking probabilities when comparcd t o r = 2 at the expense of increascs in the other four mcasures. This means that rerouting can stabilize the network just like trunk reservation, but with lower blocking probability. This is because trunk reservation limits thc number of alternate path calls on a link, and hence induces a bit of unnecessary blocking. On the other hand, rcrouting allows thesc alternate path calls without causing problems since these calls could be moved back to the direct link if necessary. However, in the use of rerouting, trunk reservation can bc used to reduce thc amount of switching, proccssing, and signaling load offered to the network. Tables 2 and 3 , respectively, show the blocking probabilities and the other four performance measures of RRR with: * Arrival triggering Second-order arrival triggering * Arrival triggering with rerouting alternatc path calls to other alternate paths (if rerouting to the direct path is not successful) * Departure triggering * Departure triggered chain rerouting for a fivc-node nehvork under various tr2fic conditions. We see that the avcrage numbers of dircct calls (per link) for all schcmes are virtually the same, whilc the avcrage numbers of alternate calls are quite diffcrent. Table 5 compares the various triggering schemes with an idealized rerouting schemc in a four-node network with trunk group size N = 20. The idcalized rerouting schemc works as follows: * Rerouting of altcrnate calls to direct paths is always performed whenever possiblc.
. Table 5 . we can conclude that the simde arrival and departure triggering schemes have blocking peiformance very close to that of the idealized rerouting scbcme, indicating that more advanced rerouting schemes (e.g., second-order rerouting and rerouting alternate path calls to other alternate paths) cannot improvc performance very much.
CONCLUSIONS
This article prcsents a comprehensivc study of rerouting schemes in circuit-switched networks and examines the complcxity of implementing those schemes. We start from a taxonomy of rcrouting by showing thc various ways rerouting schemes can be designcd. Due to the large number of possible rerouting schcmcs, wc can only pick a few intcresting ones for performance comparisons. Based on our limitcd scope of study on uniformly loaded fully connected circuit-switched networks, we can conclude the following:
Random alternate path routing with random rerouting is as good as any of the more complicated variations.
' Arrival triggering schemes are better than departure triggering schcmes. This suggests that rerouting should be performed only when necessary (i.e., when a new call is going to overflow) in order not only to reduce rerouting effort but, more important, to reducc call blocking (since wrong rerouting decisions can be avoided). * Departure triggered chain rerouting has higher call blocking than simple departure triggering. * The mixed (arrival-plus-dcparture) triggering scheme initiates more rcrouting attempts while performing worse than the arrival or departure triggering schemes. It is thercforc not worth considering. The additional options of second-order rerouting and rerouting an alternate path call to another alternate path when rerouting to the direct path is not possible can only reduce the call blocking probability by a very small amount. In other words, the simple arrival triggering schemc performs very well in reducing blocking, and there is littlc room for further improvement. Trunk reservation will increase the blocking probability when rerouting is uscd. Since rerouting has the self-stabik i n g property, trunk reservation is not necessary for that purpose. However, trunk reservation can he used to regulate the rates of rerouting and alternate routing, and thercbv the switchine. nrocessine. and sienaline load L ".
imposed on the network. 
APPENDIX ARRIVAL TRIGGERING PERFORMS BEllER THAN DEPARTURE TRIGGERING
Consider the situation in Fig. 4 , where a direct call has just departed from a fully occupied link AC (freeing up a channel), and a new call has arrived on the fullv occuuied link AB subseit could lead to the loss of a new call. The result is not surprising since the direct path corresponding to an alternate call is normally very congested (otherwise, there would be no overflow calls in the very beginning). Therefore, unwarranted rerouting could only contribute more congestion on the direct Dath and Dotentiallv create more blockine. One the other quently. We assume that all calls 0; link AB are direct path call. In the case of departure triggering, an alternate call ADC, if any, will he rerouted back to its direct link AC, and the new call to link AB will he blocked since its direct path and alternate paths are all blocked. The case of arrival triggering is quite different. No call will be rerouted back to link AC after a call departure in link AC. Therefore, the new call could overflow to alternate path ACB. In this example, it is apparent that the rerouting of call ADC is unwarranted since 
DEPARTURE TRIGGERING REROUTING PERFORMS BEiTER THAN DEPARTURE TRIGGERED CHAIN REROUTING
Consider the situation in Fig. 5 , where a direct call has just departed from a full link AB, and a new call has arrived on link AB subsequently. We assume that all calls on link AB are direct path calls. In the case of departure triggering, let an alternate call ADB he rerouted back to link AB. In the case of chain triggering, let an additional call ACD be routed to link A D since there is a channel just freed up due to the rerouting of ADB. It is obvious that the new call on link AB will he lost in the case of chain triggering, hut can survive by overflowing to alternate path ADB in the case of the simple departure triggering. Just as stated above, departure triggering will create more congestion on the direct link. Hence, departure triggered chain rerouting will aggregate even more traffic around the already congested direct link and causes higher blocking.
